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Beyond the Value 
Proposition
BY SUSAN M. RYAN

THE VALUE PROPOSITION
In 2001, the Chronicle of Higher Education 
splashed across its front page the headline, 
The Deserted Library – accompanied by a 
photo of an empty library and a caption 
that read, “Students disappear from reading 
rooms preferring to do research online or to 
study at Starbucks.”1 The premise, of course, 
was that the Internet and easy, ubiquitous 
access to information might eventually 
negate the need for academic libraries. 
The lengthy article detailed librarians’ and 
scholars’ concerns about the future of 
libraries and information-seeking behavior. 
Library journals reiterated these fears and 
forced librarians to begin thinking about 
the value proposition of libraries in the age 
of online information. In my own medium-
sized academic library, we felt compelled to 
respond to the Chronicle piece, and we pre-
pared a mock Chronicle of our own, offering 
both quantitative and qualitative data that 

evidenced the robust use and health of our 
not-so-deserted library. But we knew at the 
time, as did all thoughtful librarians, that 
we would have to be much more proactive 
not only in proving the value of our library, 
but also in demonstrating that we had a vi-
sion for the future that went beyond books 
and databases.

Since that time almost two decades ago, 
hundreds of articles and reports have been 
written about the value of libraries. In fact, 
ACRL (Association of College and Research 
Libraries) made “increasing recognition 
of the value of libraries and librarians by 
leaders in higher education, information 
technology, funding agencies, and campus 
decision making” one of their six strategic 
priorities more than a decade ago.2 The 
ACRL “values” priority resulted in a com-
prehensive 2010 report titled The Value of 
Academic Libraries.3 

Many academic libraries responded to 
such reports by heeding their advice to:
• Reconceptualize Academic Libraries
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• Achieve Institutional Missions and Out-
comes

• Conduct Assessment and/or Research
• Create an Effective and Responsive Library 

to Assist in Student Retention and Gradu-
ation Rates

• Improve Student Engagement and Stu-
dent Learning4 

Since the 2010 report, most academic 
libraries, while likely seeing a decline in 
circulation of tangible materials, have 
reclaimed their position as the intellectual 
center of campus, have filled their seats, 
and have expanded their roles – all the 
while becoming more adept at articulating 
value. Reaffirming the value of the academic 
library, however, is an ongoing task – and 
important enough that the ACRL’s Value of 
Academic Libraries Committee addresses 
this topic continually.

Libraries are not the only campus 
entities that feel the need to define value. 
Colleges and universities themselves must 
justify not only their missions, but also their 
costs and student outcomes. In response 
to those pressures, Stetson University5 fac-
ulty, staff, students, Board of Trustees, and 
alumni participated in an effort to define 
the “value of a Stetson education.” Like 
many small-to-medium liberal arts universi-
ties and colleges with rising tuition costs 
and recruitment and retention challenges, 
Stetson is eager to find its place in the mar-
ket and to demonstrate value to potential 
students and their families. Many conversa-
tions, focus groups, and surveys later, the 
University articulated in writing the value of 
a Stetson University education.6

With a value statement in hand, the 
library looked at our own strategic planning 
document and incorporated the library’s 
contributions into the University’s value as-
sertions. We felt confident that the path the 
library was following supported what the 
University claimed to provide its students. 
(See Figure 1.) What the University and the 
library promised, however, was not unique 
– other liberal arts colleges and universities 
claimed some variation of the same value 
points and some went even further to pro-
mote certain outcomes such as a guaran-
teed internship or international experience. 
Likewise, most other academic libraries 
aspired to provide excellent services, collec-
tions, technologies, and facilities. So what 
distinguished our library from others? Could 
we identify areas in which we uniquely 
excelled?

BEYOND VALUE TO DISTINCTION
Following the creation of the “value” docu-
ment, the Provost directed Stetson’s aca-
demic units (College of Arts and Sciences; 
College of Law; School of Business Admin-
istration; School of Music; and Library) to 
identify distinctives7 in their respective units 
that would help demonstrate the value 
we professed to offer – but in ways that 
were more uniquely “Stetson.” While this 
directive came from our Provost’s office, the 
idea of “distinction” in libraries is not new. 
In 2011, Scott Walter described the move 
from promoting collections, or content, to 
one of promoting services – he called this 
the “service turn in our thinking.”8 Walter 
argued that “defining distinctive services 
with the clarity with which we have defined 
distinctive collections allows us to acknowl-
edge that the 21st century will be marked 
by different, but equally valid, definitions of 
excellence in academic libraries, and that 
the manner in which individual libraries 
demonstrate excellence will be distinctive 
to the service needs, and to the opportuni-
ties to address those needs, found on each 
campus.”9 Lorcan Dempsey blogged in 2013 
about the “shift to engagement” in which 
“libraries are working to create distinctive 
value in the research, learning and teaching 
workflows of their users in ways which go 
beyond the provision of collections.”10

While our librarians were aware of 
the need to identify our own distinctives, 
we quickly learned that going through a 
distinctives exercise is harder than it might 
first appear. Successfully identifying library 

distinctives that would earn buy-in from 
librarians and library staff who would be 
asked to live those distinctives, meant (in 
some minds) choosing a very select few 
slices of the library as more worthy of tout-
ing than others. Perhaps nothing is more 
painful to a group of employees than being 
asked to identify what the organization 
does best. Inherent in that question, of 
course, is who/what is not the best and all 
the baggage that goes along with being less 
than the best. (Will most of the resources be 
directed toward what we consider best? Will 
my area get fewer resources if we are not 
the best? Will my opportunities for advance-
ment suffer if I am not attached to the area 
considered best? Will my area be marginal-
ized if we are not the best?) The first hurdle 
in defining distinctives, therefore, was 
communicating that distinctive was not 
synonymous with best. 

As the Provost explained the exercise of 
identifying distinctives, units would work 
to discover what they did better than most 
other like-units at other institutions that 
not only garnered internal and external 
recognition, but also would have significant 
impact on value in relation to our institu-
tional and library missions. We were not 
competing with ourselves, but instead were 
identifying our most unique attributes 
that might drive the value conversation 
in a way that was uniquely Stetson. This 
three-pronged definition (recognition of 
significance; contribution to value; and rela-
tion to mission) meshed well with a similar 
explanation that Walter offered for libraries 

Figure 1
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looking to create distinction:
Does it represent a new approach to, 

or a new area of, library service that… has 
been broadly taken up by other libraries? 
[Recognition of Significance]

Does it represent a unique or un-
usual library service closely tied to a dis-
tinctive area of strength in the library’s 
collections or the campus academic 
program? [Contribution to Value]

Does it represent a unique or unusual 
library service tied closely to a distinctive 
aspect of the campus mission, identity, or 
history? [Relation to Mission]11

Not surprisingly, the library’s first sug-
gestions for distinctives focused on areas 
that are the bread-and-butter of all libraries 
– such as reference services. Librarians had 
spent years gathering empirical evidence to 
redefine reference services to better serve 
our students. The first instinct that librar-
ians had in defining distinctives was, quite 
naturally, to highlight things that they indi-
vidually did well on a daily basis. But even 
though we were doing reference services 
very well, so were many other libraries. We 
struggled to get to the core of what was 
truly distinctive about our library.

IDENTIFYING DISTINCTIVES
To focus our thinking, we revisited the three 
broad areas that defined the library’s strate-
gic direction: teaching and learning; collabo-
ration; and innovation. Everything we did in 
the library fell under one of those umbrellas. 
As we worked through this exercise of con-
sidering our areas of focus, it became imme-
diately apparent that one area of our library 
- the Innovation Lab - strongly encompassed 
all three of our strategic directions. Cre-
ated in 2013 with a healthy endowment 
that subsidized technologies, equipment, 
and materials, the Lab had become a highly 
visible, widely-marketed, and heavily-used 
part of our library. What started out as two 
3D printers had rapidly grown to include a 
wide variety of learning technologies (eight 
different 3D printer models, 3D scanners, 
virtual and augmented reality equipment, 
gaming computers, etc.) that faculty had 
incorporated into the curriculum. In its 
initial years of operating the Lab, the library 
won two competitive innovation awards – 
not for offering the ability to 3D print, but 
for collaborating with faculty to incorporate 
learning technologies into the classroom. 
We had discovered a way to hit the trifecta 
of our strategic objectives – our Lab was a 

place of teaching and learning, but had also 
incorporated innovation and collaboration. 

Librarians, classroom faculty, and 
students began disseminating work done 
in the Lab – gaining national attention for 
both the library and the University. Papers or 
posters were presented at 17 national con-
ferences in various disciplines; book chap-
ters and journal articles were published; 
librarians and classroom faculty offered 
workshops and webinars highlighting how 
we had found success. The Lab was featured 
in University publications and on local 
media and librarians from around the state 
began to visit. Perhaps most exciting, the li-
brary dean, an Innovation Lab staff member, 
and two classroom faculty members offered 
the first known for-credit undergraduate 
3D prototyping course, attracting students 
from 12 different majors and minors.12 The 
Innovation Lab met the thresholds we had 
set for a distinctive – we were doing some-

thing better than most of our peers that 
garnered internal and external recognition 
and we felt that the Lab added value to a 
Stetson education in a way that was true to 
our mission.

While all of the librarians and library 
staff may have immediately recognized the 
Lab as distinctive, it was also acknowledged 
to be the least “library-like” thing we did. In 
fact, the Lab was run by non-librarian staff 
members reporting directly to the library 
dean. Some librarians felt that the library’s 
accolades for the “new” and “innovative” Lab 
marginalized other important work going 
on in collection development, user experi-
ence, and user services. It was obvious, 
however, that the Innovation Lab brought 
benefits to the library. Traffic increased 
in the entire building, and the library – in 
all areas – was busier than it had been in 
decades. Increased attention and use meant 
justification for maintaining and increasing 

Figure 2
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library budgets, and in general made fund-
raising easier and more effective. Thanks in 
great part to the collaborative nature of the 
Innovation Lab, librarians and library staff 
interacted in new ways with diverse groups 
of students and faculty. 

The choice of our second library dis-
tinctive, our Archives and Special Collec-
tions, also grew out of recognition from 
both on- and off- campus. The library had 
invested heavily in the Archives (mostly 
in staff time, but also in data manage-
ment software that allowed our archival 
material and many Special Collections to 
be shared online), and we had chosen to 
highlight several higher-profile collections. 
As we marketed our various collections, 
faculty began to bring their classes to visit 
and work in the Archives, and some stu-
dents turned assignments in the Archives 
into capstone senior research projects.

Our efforts paid off externally as well, 
and we found ourselves working with 
documentary filmmakers (archival materi-
als on Vietnam, for example, were used by 
Ken Burns’ company in its Vietnam series, as 
well as by the History Channel in its Emmy 
award-winning series Vietnam in HD), 
television shows, book authors, newspa-
pers, state historical societies, magazines, 
museums, international organizations, 
and even local businesses who wanted to 
highlight historical local photography. All 
of these outlets for our material included 
a credit to the Stetson University Library 
Archives. We were especially gratified to see 
the Stetson name in the credits of the Ken 
Burns’ documentary series – alongside such 
institutions as the Library of Congress; the 
National Archives and Records Administra-
tion; the Johnson, Nixon, and Ford presiden-
tial libraries; the Central Intelligence Agency, 
etc. (See Figure 2.) By making it known what 
our Archives and Special Collections had to 
offer, we gained attention both nationally 
and internationally. 

Much of the library literature on distinc-
tion focuses on the shift from an emphasis 

on collections to an emphasis on services. 
Jennifer Church-Duran argued that “the 
twenty-first century library is valued less for 
the content of its collections, and more for 
the scope and quality of the distinctive ser-
vices in its portfolio.”13 Special Collections, 
however, can be a natural distinctive for 
many academic libraries as they are often 
inherently unique. In its Selection & Recon-
sideration Policy Toolkit for Public, School, & 
Academic Libraries, the American Library 
Association says that Special Collections 
“are often resources in a variety of formats 
that are distinctive and have intrinsic value 
to the institution.”14 But these collections 
are often hidden gems. To become a library 
distinctive, the Archives and Special Collec-
tions had to be something for which our 
library was known. It is no longer enough to 
own a unique collection – it must be mar-
keted and valued by others. We felt that we 
had met this threshold, as many constitu-
encies, both internal to the University and 
external, were coming to the library solely 
to use our Special Collections that could not 
be found elsewhere. We also believed that 
our mission-driven work in the Archives was 
adding to the value the library provided. 

As we worked to identify our third and 
final distinctive, some librarians felt strongly 
that our efforts pertaining to information 
literacy should be considered. While all 
academic libraries recognize the importance 
of information literacy, our librarians had 
been integral to incorporating information 
literacy learning outcomes into the general 
education curriculum and into the class-
rooms – a definite example of collaboration. 
Additional suggestions revolved around oth-
er campus collaborations of various types, 
including partnerships with the Writing 
Center; the Student Success Center; faculty 
in both their classrooms and the Innovation 
Lab; the Student Government Association; 
and the School of Business Administration’s 
Entrepreneurship program. As we worked 
through all of these examples of collabora-
tion, we realized that the library – perhaps 

more than any other unit at the University – 
collaborated successfully across the campus 
(and campuses). With much thought and 
discussion, we declared “Successful Campus 
Partnerships” a library distinctive. 

While this distinctive may not be as 
immediately obvious as the first two, we 
knew that it worked well with our strategic 
direction. Our partnerships (inherently col-
laborative) almost always involved teaching 
and learning, and were sometimes innova-
tive as well. Other libraries, as evidenced in 
the library literature, had also come to the 
conclusion that some form of partnerships 
could be a distinctive role on their own 
campuses: “Bent on improving the teach-
ing and learning experience, enhancing the 
productivity of researchers, and increasing 
the visibility outputs, libraries are redis-
tributing staff, reallocating resources, and 
reorganizing internal structures, all to 
better partner campus-wide.”15 While this 
particular citation refers to liaison librarians 
as faculty partners, it is just one example 
of how libraries can turn various types of 
partnerships into distinctives.

We believed that our partnership efforts 
were stronger and more fruitful, perhaps, 
than some other like-institutions. Some of 
the partnerships involved external recogni-
tion for our collaborative efforts as well. 
Librarians and faculty presented at confer-
ences together and published together. Not 
only were faculty presenting with librarians 
at library conferences, but librarians were 
presenting with faculty at their disciplin-
ary conferences (such as the American 
Chemical Society’s annual meeting). The 
library’s reputation as a valued teammate in 
many initiatives brought both internal and 
external recognition to the University and, 
we believed, added value in support of the 
library and University mission.

DO LIBRARY DISTINCTIVES MATTER?
As librarians, we believe that we play an 
essential role in our institutions. We are no 
longer removed from wider institutional 
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issues such as recruitment, retention, and 
graduation rates. We spend countless hours 
considering how to improve library services, 
collections, technologies, and facilities. But 
none of us at Stetson have yet met a student 
who decided to enroll in our University solely 
because of the quality of the library. So why 
bother to identify library distinctives?

The library experienced almost im-
mediate tangible benefits once we began 
marketing our distinctives. Every audience 
reacted positively to our message that 
distinctives matter and that our library, 
while seeking excellence in everything we 
do, has declared three areas in which we 
excel. Students flock to our Innovation Lab 
that is a hub of experiential learning – and 
work in the Lab is disseminated in national 
professional venues. The Archives includes 
high-profile Special Collections valued by 
many internal and external users, bring-
ing recognition to the Stetson name. And 
our ability to create successful campus 
partnerships has not only led to improved 
opportunities for student learning, but has 
opened up opportunities for collaborations 
that reach beyond campus. The Board of 
Trustees, the President, the Provost, and the 
other academic deans have responded posi-
tively to our choices. When the University 
President speaks to audiences of students, 
faculty, staff, or others, she very often 
invokes the library distinctives – inevitably 
also referring to the excellence of the entire 
library. There is no doubt that the library’s 
profile has risen. 

As a library dean, one of the more dif-
ficult tasks in this exercise was to convince 
librarians and staff that “non-distinctive” 
areas would not be marginalized. Most of the 
library staff seem persuaded, however, by the 
argument that while most audiences have 
a general understanding of the “traditional” 
library, many had little understanding of all 
the unique ways the library contributed to 
the University mission. Highlighting innova-
tive and collaborate distinctives brought 
recognition to the library as a whole. 

LESSONS LEARNED: IDENTIFYING YOUR 
OWN LIBRARY DISTINCTIVES
Message: Clearly articulate to library staff 
that identifying distinctives does not 
diminish or marginalize areas of the library 
that are not highlighted as a distinctive. To 
reinforce this idea, each presentation given 
about distinctives started with some form 
of the sentence, “We are not abandoning 
our traditional role of providing high-quality 

curated information sources to the Stetson 
community, but that is no longer enough for 
today’s students.” 

Definition: Define distinctives up front. 
A distinctive is not necessarily what the 
library or an individual librarian or library 
staff member does best, but is something 
(a department, a collection, a service) that 
can be recognized both internally and 
externally as an area in which the library 
is doing something unique or just better 
than most of its peers – and at the same 
time adds to the value proposition of the 
library and the University in relation to 
their respective missions.

Selection: Every library should be able 
to identify a distinctive that is adding value 
to its home institution and supporting the 
University and library missions. If the library 
is doing something distinctive that has not 
yet risen to the level of external recognition, 
highlight, promote, and market the distinc-
tive to get outside attention. 

Buy-In: In order to market distinctives 
effectively, the library staff must agree on 
the areas of distinction so that everyone is 
on-board with keeping those distinctives 
front and center. 

Marketing: Promoting what the library 
considers distinctive is essential. If your 
library is doing something exceptional, or 
has a collection that is unique, but no one 
outside your current library users know 
about it, it will not meet the definition of 
distinctive as offered here. 

Review: Distinctives may not last forever. 
Re-evaluate your choices occasionally and 
choose new distinctives if necessary. But 
remember that you are creating something 
that you want to highlight over time so that 
all constituencies come to recognize your 
library for that distinctive. The best choice, 
therefore, is likely something that can last 
for the foreseeable future. n

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Susan Ryan holds 
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of the duPont-Ball Library and Learning 
Technologies. 
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file special collections.
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BY EMILEE MATHEWS AND SCOTT STONE

Picture this: all of a liaison librarian’s 
students and faculty in one place, 

telling stories about how the library and 
its resources have been integral to their 
work, learning about resources and services 
they never knew about, and inspiring one 
another with their work and their own 
unique methods of working with the library. 
It sounds like an amazing dream, right? Two 
arts librarians at the University of California-
Irvine (UCI) were able to turn their dreams 
into reality in October 2016, when they 
worked together to throw an epic library 
open house for their liaison areas.

BACKGROUND
Prior to 2016, the UCI Libraries hosted a 
reception for incoming graduate students 
before classes began each fall. Attendance 
had steadily declined to the point where 
the number of student attendees almost 
equaled the number of librarians present. Fi-
nally, the libraries’ administration decided to 
forego this event for the 2016-17 academic 
year. In lieu, librarians were encouraged to 
request a portion of these earmarked funds 
to hold events for their own areas, in the 
hopes that this would have a higher impact 
than the general reception.

We had always struggled to get our new 
students to attend, due to the timing of 
this event coinciding with many orientation 
events that were specific to our departments 
of Art, Art History, Dance, Drama, Film and 
Media Studies, and Music. Additionally, 
the departments themselves are located a 
brisk five-to-ten minute walk away from the 
libraries, which can sometimes be an almost 
insurmountable distance for a student who 
only has ten minutes between his or her 
two-hour class and three-hour rehearsal.

Recognizing that this could be an excit-
ing opportunity, we proposed a joint open 
house event that was intended to show-
case the library’s resources and services, 
and provide a fun, interactive experience 
for attendees to visualize their current and 
future research needs being met. Rather 
than only target new graduate students, we 
wanted to open our doors to all faculty and 
graduate students from our disciplines (and 
would have invited undergraduates as well, 
but were limited by available funds).

WHAT WE DID
• We pulled several hundred new titles in 

our areas, and displayed them on tables 
for open house guests to browse, and 
were encouraged to check these out. 
Since we don’t have a “new books” area, 
this was a way to show what had been 
recently added to the collection. This is 
important because materials that we 

purchase are classified in many dif-
ferent areas (not just the Arts), so this 
allowed us to demonstrate the breadth 
of our collecting to support their needs 
and interests.

• We pulled approximately 50 items from 
Special Collections and Archives (SCA) to 
represent some highlights related to the 
represented disciplines. This included an 
array of artists’ books, notable items such 
as our copy of Shakespeare’s First Folio, a 
pair of pointe shoes from Anna Pavlova, 
papers from important theorist and for-
mer UCI faculty member Jacques Derrida, 
and other materials.

• We created three looping slideshows 
that were projected onto temporary 
screens. One highlighted important da-
tabases for represented disciplines; one 
showcased interesting facts about the 
print collections through data visualiza-
tion; and one featured services, such as 

Show them  
what you got
» Throwing an epic open house

View of attendees at open house.
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teaching, creating course guides, and 
open access support.

• We created flyers that highlighted 
inter-library loan and document delivery 
services. Some pre-existing flyers, such 
as graduate student services and how to 
file theses and dissertations, were also 
distributed at the event.

• We each asked a faculty champion with 
whom we had worked extensively to say 
a few words to the crowd about our col-
laborations with them over the years.

• We created name tags so that people 
would mingle and network. Going with a 
fun library theme, we each identified ten 
humorous subject headings in our areas 
and printed these multiple times, asking 
guests to find their subject heading pair.

• We set up an area where we piled up the 
Grove Dictionary of Music and the Grove 
Dictionary of Art and asked guests to 
guess how much the sets weigh for the 
chance to win a prize.

• We used easel-size sticky notes and 
affixed them to the walls with markers 
for guests to provide feedback. One area 
asked the guests to vote for their top 
three items on display in the SCA reading 
room. Another asked an open-ended 
question about what they loved about 
UCI Libraries.

SPACE, LOGISTICS, AND TIMING
The event took place on the top floor of our 
library, which features a 300 square foot 
conference room, an open air patio, and 
the SCA reading room. Guests were able to 
wander through the three spaces, each of 
which featured resources and activities, and 
to mingle.

Due to the space chosen, the timing 
of the event, and the budget needed for 
catering, we requested and were able to get 
approval from our administration. We col-
laborated with several other departments 
in the library, including SCA, who pulled our 
requests for materials, printed up checklists, 
and staffed their reading room during the 
event; our Communications and Events 

team, who helped us think through event 
logistics, let us borrow a set of speakers 
for music, as well as donated staff time to 
the event by helping to set up, welcoming 
guests, and taking photographs; and our 
Design Services, IT, and Facilities depart-
ments, who all helped to implement various 
details that made the event possible. An 
event of this nature can be quite the under-
taking both prior to, as well as during, the 
event, so we highly recommend that you 
have someone assist with logistical consid-
erations during the actual event, so that you 
can focus on the attendees.

The event was timed to be close to the 
beginning of fall quarter without being 
during orientation week, as this is already 
completely full for the incoming graduate 
students. Additional scheduling complexity 
came from SCA staff availability.

The event was held from 5 to 7 p.m., 
Wednesday, October 19, 2016. This was 
identified as a good time during which a 
preponderance of the first-year graduate 
students would be free. This also avoided 
interfering with regular daytime functions 
of the spaces and services affected, like the 

SCA reading room which normally closes at 
5 p.m. The timeline was as follows:
• 5:00 p.m.—Attendees begin to arrive
• 5:30 p.m.—All attendees gather on the 

patio for a brief welcome, overview of 
the offerings of the evening, and faculty 
champions each speak for three-to-four 
minutes

• 5:40 p.m.—SCA reading room opens
• 6:30 p.m.—Announce prize winners
• 6:45 p.m.—Wrap-up begins

MARKETING
We began to plan the event in earnest in Au-
gust, with the intention to finalize as much 
as possible so that we could advertise during 
orientation week. We did standard market-
ing for library events, including a digital flyer, 
sent announcements, sent personalized 
emails to department chairs, and talked up 
the event to constituents in person. We were 
nervous about attendance due to schedules, 
timing, distance concerns, and so on.

Anecdotally, many people comment that 
it is difficult to get people to come to UCI 
events, not just those hosted by the library.

Detail of new books showcase.

» The event was timed to be close to the beginning of fall 
quarter without being during orientation week, as this 
is already completely full for the incoming graduate 
students. Additional scheduling complexity came from 
SCA staff availability.
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RESULTS
Because we projected approximately 20 
attendees, we were completely taken aback 
by almost 80 showing up, Needless to say, 
there was no leftover food. The collections 
showcases were a big hit, particularly the 
SCA material. This was a great learning 
opportunity for many of our constituents 
as they, like many other scholars, generally 
don’t think to look for relevant material in 
their own home institutions.1 By introduc-
ing our constituents to relevant materials 
held locally, we were able to create more 
opportunities for them to incorporate the 
material in both teaching and research. One 
faculty member began to integrate material 
in her classes and departmental recruit-
ment events, and collaborate with us on an 
exhibition. A student discovered materials 
that she eventually used as the focus of her 
MFA thesis and in a spin-off exhibition with 
the Orange County Parks and Recreation 
Department.

While the slideshows we created were 
not as popular as the physical displays, in 
one instance they made a big difference: 
standing in front of the presentation detail-
ing electronic resources, an Art History 
faculty noticed a music database that 
she was interested in, as her current book 
project drew from visual culture of record 
covers. Without that serendipitous connec-
tion, it is far from likely that she would have 
stumbled on this resource on her own.

Another thing that surprised and 
delighted us was that many people came 
not just to interact with resources or to 

mingle, but to show 
their support for us. 
One graduate student 

in Visual Studies 
said, “I couldn’t 

not come 

after all the things you’ve done for me over 
the years.” In a similar vein, the chair of the 
Drama department attended with his entire 
staff and simply said, “You come to so many 
of our events and help us in so many differ-
ent ways, it was a given that we would be 
here to support you.”

Not everything that we prepared was a 
major success. We had planned to give away 
swag toward the end of the event, but most 
attendees came and went within the first 
hour. In the future, we might instead choose 
to give away items throughout the course 
of the event to keep energy levels high and 
entice attendees to stay and try to win 
something the next time.

Some of the planned activities didn’t 
work as we had hoped. For example, the 
feedback from the sticky notes weren’t 
particularly effective. We were so busy 
interacting with people that the laptops 
went to sleep and shut down the slideshow. 
The collection visualization slideshow didn’t 
resonate at all with attendees. Future open 
houses will probably have us simplify some 
of our offerings both to ease the workload 
as well as create an environment not so 
actively crowded with information, thereby 
allowing the attendees to more easily navi-
gate everything there.

BIG PICTURE
It’s nothing new to hear about the value of 
the “library as place,” but this event could 
practically stand as the definition for this 
concept. Not only were we able to success-
fully bring a large number of our primary us-

ers, many of whom had never or rarely ever 
visited, into the library to engage with our 
materials and learn about how we can help, 
support, and work with them, but we were 
also able to help them create interdisciplin-
ary connections that don’t regularly occur. 
Additionally, many of them learned about 
resources from other disciplines they were 
not familiar with but could be extremely 
useful to their work.

Some believe that you need to choose 
either quality or quantity; however, this 
event demonstrates that you can have both. 
Our initial goal for attendees was set at the 
modest amount of 20, so we were absolute-
ly flabbergasted when almost four times 
this amount attended. While the numbers 
alone thrilled us, we were also extremely 
pleased with the quality of the interactions 
we had throughout the night. We believe 
we were successful in talking individually 
with every attendee, and these conversa-
tions paid dividends throughout the aca-
demic year, as was previously highlighted.

As libraries are increasingly pressed 
to prove their value to administration, we 
should curate new and existing users alike 
by inviting them into our space to celebrate 
and learn about the resources and services 
available to them. While there was a large 
amount of time, effort, and preparation 
that went into this event, we found it all to 
be more than worthwhile, and the initial 
investment in time spent planning will 
make it easier to build off of previous expe-
rience. We will definitely be taking what we 
learned to do this again and encourage you 
to try one, too. n

Copyright © 2018 Emilee Mathews and 
Scott Stone. Article originally appeared in 
College & Research Libraries News, Vol. 79, 
No. 5. https://crln.acrl.org/index.php/crl-
news/article/view/16968/18698

ABOUT THE AUTHORS: Emilee Mathews, 
formerly of the University of California-Ir-
vine, is now art and design librarian at Ohio 
State University, email: mathews.390@osu.
edu, and Scott Stone is research librarian 
for performing arts at the University of 
California-Irvine, email: stonesm@uci.edu.

Footnote:
1. Roger Schonfeld and Matthew Long, “Support-

ing the Changing Needs of Art Historians,” 
Ithaka S+R, last modified April 30, 2014.

View of attendees interacting with special collections material.
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BY KATHY DEMPSEY 

One of the first things 
you usually learn 

when you begin to study 
marketing is the concept 
of “target markets” or 
“target audiences.” The act 
of slicing and dicing large 
numbers of people into 
groups that share common 
denominators is known as 
“segmenting” or “segmenta-
tion.” The point of segment-
ing groups of people is to 
help ensure that they actu-
ally get, listen to, and retain your messages. 
This concept is fairly simple, but in practice, 
librarians often barely scratch the surface of 
segmentation. So in this article, I’m going to 
discuss narrowing your target audiences to 
make your messaging more effective. 

WHY DO SEGMENTATION?
Since segmentation is a basic tenet of 
marketing, I thought most of us in the field 
understood the task and did it as a matter 
of course. Recently, however, working and 
talking with numerous librarians and infor-
mation professionals taught me that people 
could use more help in this regard. 

So let’s start with the reason why market 
segmentation matters. I already mentioned 
that it enables messages to be more effec-
tive, but how?

Think about yourself for a moment. Do 
you feel as if you’re always busy? Do you get 
lots of email? Are you on social platforms, 
where new posts flood your feed like water 
streaming from a fire hose? Assuming that 
you answer “yes” to at least one of these ques-
tions, stop to think: How do you decide which 
message to look at? What catches your eye 
as you skim over incoming emails and posts? 
Are there key words that make you click to see 
more? Are there words that make you auto-
matically skip or ignore the new content? 

Whether you make conscious decisions 
as you skim or scroll, or whether you wing it, 
there are surely cues or triggers that affect 
your decisions to click or to move on. They 
might be subconscious, but they’re there. 
Certain words, topics, or images that appeal 
to you affect your decisions. Conversely, if the 
few words you skim over relate to a topic that 
doesn’t matter to you, you’ll just keep mov-
ing on. Studying the psychology of influence 
helps us understand what gets attention, 
and professional marketers for big brands 
use that knowledge to their advantage.

Pretty obvious, right? 
And yet, look at the messages that come 

out of your library. Are they generic? Do they 
invite “everyone” to participate? Now think 
about yourself again: Are you more likely to 
click on a message that’s for everyone or a 
message that’s for you? 

And you wonder why people don’t open 
your library’s emails … 

The point is, in today’s busier-than-ever 
lives, people barely have time to engage 
with what they do care about, let alone 
what they might care about if they read 
more about it. So to get people to pay atten-
tion to your message among the hundreds 
they see each day, you need to appeal direct-
ly to their interests. You need to be specific, 
not vague. You need to write your headings, 

subject lines, posts, and headlines 
very carefully, using the right key 
words for the right people. 

CUSTOMIZATION IS KEY
Even if an event or a class that you’re 
promoting would appeal to numer-
ous sorts of folks, you’re more likely 
to get people’s attention by sending 
different sets of messages to differ-
ent target audiences. Sometimes 
you can use the same message with 
a different subject line or heading. 

Here’s a quick example: Your 
university library is having an early-
autumn reception that’s open to 

all faculty members. Sending an invitation 
that says “all faculty” may not be that ap-
pealing when factions can differ so much 
or perhaps even regard other professors as 
“lesser than” themselves. Maybe tenured, 
long-term faculty members might not feel 
it’s worth their time to mix with part-time 
or short-term teachers. So instead of send-
ing email with a subject line of “All Faculty 
Are Invited to …” you’d use more-targeted 
subject lines for different factions: “New 
Faculty Are Invited to …” and “Tenured Fac-
ulty Are Invited to …” and “Sociology Faculty 
Are Invited to …” 

The body of your email could be exactly 
the same, and it could mention that this 
is a reception for everyone. People might 
still decide not to attend. However, you’ve 
gotten them to open and read your email 
by customizing the subject line, so you’ve 
gotten over the first hurdle. This isn’t about 
misleading people; it’s about getting their 
attention so they’ll even open your message. 
(Even then, they may only skim the message 
for 10 seconds, but getting them to open it 
is the first hurdle.) 

This is why market segmentation is so 
vital. 

Now that I’ve detailed the concept, let 
me show you various ways to segment your 
target audiences more narrowly. Because 

Narrower Target 
Markets = More 
Effective Messaging
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the more customized and personalized your 
messages are, the better they’ll work. 

STARTING TO SORT INTO SEGMENTS
Let’s start with colleges and universities. 
Many people who work in that arena see 
three basic market segments: faculty, stu-
dents, and staff. But each of those groups 
can be broken down further.

I’ll continue with the example of faculty 
members. I’ve spoken to many people who say 
their marketing and promotion are targeting 
“faculty.” When I ask which faculty, they look 
slightly bewildered or answer “all of them.” 
As you saw in the example above, even when 
you’re trying to reach them all, you shouldn’t 
treat them as a single target audience. 

One of the most common ways to sort 
people is by demographic differences. You 
can group people by age, gender, status, 
departments, cultures, etc. (Please note that 
this is not the same as racial or gender-based 
profiling. It’s unfortunate that common mar-
keting terms such as “targeting” and “profil-
ing” now have negative connotations due to 
hate crimes and other terrible actions.)

So, thinking about professors in basic 
terms, you could group them in many ways:
• By years of experience
• By department
• Resident or visiting professor
• Male or female or other identities
• Tenured, non-tenured, or non-tenure-track
• Native or non-native English speakers
• Full-time or part-time
• Research faculty or teaching faculty
• Library user/supporter or not

What about college and university stu-
dents? There are many ways to divide this audi-
ence (and some are similar to those for faculty):
• By year of study (freshmen, etc.)
• By department or major
• Graduate or undergraduate
• Full-time or part-time
• Resident or commuter
• Male or female or other identities
• Native or non-native English speakers
• Library user/supporter or not

GETTING MORE SPECIALIZED
Special librarians need to consider segmen-
tation as well. Those who work in large 
companies already see obvious divisions 
via corporate structure, from owners and 
administrators to the proverbial mailroom 
staff. There would also be preset depart-
ments or specialties. 

Here are other categories of employees 

that special librarians should consider:
• On-site or off-site
• Full-time or part-time
• High or low information literacy
• Old-timers or new hires
• Which office/city/country they’re in
• Which project they work on

SEGMENTING THE GENERAL PUBLIC
When you’re serving the general public, 
anything can (and often does) happen. This 
group is obviously the most diverse, with 
the most potential for segmentation. Luck-
ily, there are some guides in place to help.

Public libraries’ collections already dem-
onstrate segmentation: Most have separate 
departments that serve children, teens/
YA, adults, and seniors. Many have physical 
areas (and staffers) for business reference, 
local info, archives, and different languages. 
Do your marketing messages reflect these 
diverse groups?

The other great guide for thinking about 
different market segments is census data. 
Since, in the U.S., you can freely access that 
data and sort it in many ways, much of the 
work is already done for you. Via www.cen-
sus.gov, you can look at the information for 
your whole state, county, or city—you can 
even get more granular, looking at blocks 
and streets. By studying your physical ser-
vice area, you can learn how many potential 
patrons fall into various segments. 

Demographics are the most obvious way 
to segment: 
• By income level
• By education level
• By age
• By gender
• By languages spoken
• By race
• By ethnic heritage
• By parental status 
• By marital status

Outside of basic demographics, there 
are countless groups that deserve custom-
ized outreach attention: active military and 
veterans, the disabled, marginalized people, 
immigrants, and others.

Think for a moment: If you’re designing 
services or events geared toward veterans, 
which communication strategy do you think 
would be more effective—sending a mes-
sage to everyone via newspapers and social 
media or sending a message to a list you’ve 
gotten through your local Veterans Affairs 
office and posting on specific social sites? 

I’ve heard lots of library promoters admit 

that their messaging strategy is often to 
“throw everything against the wall and see 
what sticks,” but that’s ill-advised. 

THIS APPLIES TO ‘EVERYONE’ 
One major divide that deserves extra at-
tention is that of users and nonusers. You 
should always send different messages to 
those two groups. Your regular customers 
shouldn’t need super-detailed explanations 
and shouldn’t require as much convincing 
to attend an event or use a service. Nonus-
ers, however, would need to have things 
explained more fully. What’s even more 
important than the explanation, though, is 
the invitation. 

People who don’t have library habits 
might feel unwelcome. They’re even more 
likely to feel overwhelmed by a large, busy 
space or by rows of computers that display 
unfamiliar terms. It’s also true that many 
folks shy away from asking for help for 
various reasons. And while libraries are the 
perfect places for people with low informa-
tion literacy, that same trait can make them 
feel as if libraries are only for literate people.

It may seem impossible to change your 
workflows to incorporate this information, but 
you can do it bit by bit. While more-narrow 
segmentation can mean more research, writ-
ing, and messaging, that time can be offset by 
eliminating extra messaging that’s unneces-
sary and ineffective. When you measure your 
outcomes before and after segmentation, you 
can clearly see that it’s worthwhile. n

This article originally appeared in Mar-
keting Library Services, v. 32, no. 5, Sept./
Oct. 2018. It is reprinted here with the 
permission of Information Today, Inc. (www.
infotoday.com).
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BY: VIRGINIA A. DRESSLER, KRISTIN YEAGER, 
AND ELIZABETH A. RICHARDSON

INTRODUCTION
Researchers are increasingly required to 
develop plans for long-term data manage-
ment and sharing, oftentimes in the U.S. 
by mandate of grant directives such as 
NEH, NSF and others. Yet data manage-
ment and related activities are skill sets 
that are not always inherent ones to many 
researchers. Libraries have track records of 
providing support and outreach in a num-
ber of their traditional service points (such 
as reference and instruction) (Kong, Fos-
mire and Dewayne Branch, 2017). Certain 
librarian positions within digital library 
and institutional repository initiatives, for 
example, require skill sets in digital media 
management and overarching digital 
preservation knowledge. We believe that 
the library is well positioned to be leaders 
on this topic and provide relevant con-
sultation and services to support these 
endeavors.

In early 2017, Kent State University 
Libraries formally addressed expanding 
consultation services to include data man-
agement through a new internal working 
group. The working group included mem-
bers of reference, instruction, institutional 
repository, technical services, and digital 
projects. A team of three librarians from the 
working group conducted a survey during 
the fall of 2017 to investigate research data 
management issues and practices at the 
institution.

The initial goal was to learn about data 
management services at other institutions 
and to understand current data manage-
ment practices among Kent State University 
faculty. The team also wanted to know 
what services or programs would be useful 
to faculty researchers managing or shar-
ing research data. Finally, we wanted to 
identify other departments outside of the 
library for collaboration on the provision of 
data management services. This article will 

highlight the top takeaways from the survey 
that were used to define and implement 
new services.

LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature review was conducted to exam-
ine research articles addressing implemen-
tation of data management services within 
the library, and also includes the review of 
some higher quality resources and toolkits 
to assist librarians working within research 
data topics. The search strategy for the 
literature review included looking at more 
recently published scholarly publications, 
primarily published within the last ten 
years, focused on data management and 
academic libraries.

Data Management Services within the 
Academic Library
The literature emphasizes the importance 
of research data management and men-
tions several obstacles to data management 
and sharing. Patel (2016) states the impor-
tant role of data in research projects and the 
benefits of sharing research data along with 
some challenges in research data manage-
ment, including copyright, data licensing, 
erroneous interpretation of data, security, 
privacy, and a mind-set that prevents some 
researchers from sharing their data. Whit-
mire, Boock, and Sutton (2015) highlight 
the need for standardized metadata as an 
additional challenge and suggest the library 
can develop services and training to assist 
researchers with data management. Funari, 

Developing a Data Management 
Consultation Service for 
Faculty Researchers
» A Case Study from a Large Midwestern Public University

Figure 1.Diagram of distribution 
and sample sizes.
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in a 2014 article about research data with a 
focus on a European context and research 
data in the humanities, summarizes catego-
ries of obstacles to research data access and 
re-use, including legal, financial, and techni-
cal. Funari advises that “research data” may 
be defined differently by different organi-
zations and may differ greatly in quantity 
and typology, “and also for the degree of 
necessity and practice in their sharing and 
re- using” (Funari, 2014) between natural 
sciences and humanities.

Faniel and Silipigni Connaway (2018) 
performed a qualitative research study 
to examine the experience of academic 
librarians with research data management 
programs to support researchers. Qualita-
tive data was collected through hour-long 
interviews with thirty six library profession-
als. The authors highlighted five factors of 
influence which include technical resources, 
human resources, researchers’ perceptions 

about the library, leadership support and 
finally communication, coordination and 
collaboration. These factors were ultimately 
found to either act as facilitators for aca-
demic librarians to support these initia-
tives, or as constraints. Further, they call 
for more subject and technical expertise to 
address the complex needs of research data. 
An interesting element that was present 
throughout the interviews was the fact that 
some services were still either in planning 
stages, or in very early stages of implemen-
tation, which points to the fact that many of 
these services are still in their infancy. Core 
services of these programs centered around 
writing data management plans, depositing 
data and/or managing data. The preference 
for this work by library staff to take place 
at an early point of the research cycle, an 
aspect that would entail communication 
of services, close collaborators with other 
entities on campus who work regularly with 

researchers at different points in the project 
(Office of  Research, Information Services/
Information Technology, and others).

Chen and Zhang (2017) examined job 
descriptions and required and preferred 
qualifications for library job announcements 
that included the word “data” in the job title 
to determine what knowledge and skills 
successful candidates for these positions 
should have. While the study’s aim was 
to inform the curriculum of LIS programs, 
their findings indicate the types of data 
services that libraries offer, or expect to of-
fer, to meet the needs of their institution’s 
researchers. Most of the positions examined 
required the candidate to be able to assist 
faculty and students with data collection, 
data management, and data analysis. Some 
postings mentioned specific software or 
tools, but these varied.

Frank and Pharo (2016) used a modified 
Delphi method with two rounds in their 
study of meteorology students and associ-
ated stakeholders at the University of Oslo 
to assess perceptions of data information 
literacy and attitudes about its instruction 
for meteorology graduate students. They 
formed a panel of experts composed of 
meteorology professors at the University of 
Oslo’s Department of Geosciences’ Meteo-
rology Section, researchers from the Meteo-
rological Institute (MET), PhD students from 
the university’s Department of Geosci-
ences’ Meteorology Section, and academic 
librarians from the University of Oslo’s 
Science Library. All panelists agreed that 
data information literacy skills are impor-
tant for graduate students in meteorology. 
There was less consensus about the role of 
librarians – even among the three librarians 
on the panel – as stakeholders regarding 
data information literacy of meteorology 
graduate students, but all three librarians 
identified future roles for librarians. Several 
obstacles to library involvement in data 
information literacy training were identified.

In November of 2014, a survey was sent 
to Teaching and Research (T&R) faculty 
and Research faculty at Virginia Polytech-
nic Institute and State University to learn 
about faculty researchers’ existing practices 
to organize, describe, and preserve data, 
and their needs for services and education 
(Shen, 2016). A “lack of systematic plan-
ning and preservation activities” along with 
limited storage options and “sporadic and 
informal documentation practices” were 
noted. The study also identified the need for 
technical support, application of metadata 

Table 1. Self-reported demographics 
of survey sample.

n %

College (n=177)

College of the Arts and Sciences 71 40.1

College of Education, Health and Human Services 40 22.6

College of Communication and Information 25 14.1

College of the Arts 14 7.9

College of Nursing 10 5.6

College of Business Administration 7 4

College of Public Health 4 2.3

College of Podiatric Medicine 1 0.6

University Libraries 1 0.6

Other/Interdisciplinary 4 2.3

Faculty status (n=177)

Tenured 76 42.9

Non-tenure Track 46 26

Tenure Track 43 24.3

Not applicable 12 6.8

Library services used (n=130)

Reference Desk 60 46.2

Consultation with Subject Librarian 55 42.3

Digital Commons 46 35.4

Statistical Consulting 33 25.4

Special Collections & Archives 24 18.5

Student Multimedia Studio 8 6.2

Spark 3 2.3

Map It 0 0.0

Other 14 10.8
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standards, and education. One interesting 
finding that Shen notes is that some faculty 
researchers seemed to be under the impres-
sion that addressing issues mentioned in 
IRB policies, such as confidentiality and 
sensitivity of data, is akin to data manage-
ment planning.

Goben and Nelson (2018) outline a new 
initiative from the Association of College 
and Research Libraries (ACRL), a full day 
workshop, “ACRL RoadShow, Building Your 
Research Data Management Toolkit: Inte-
grating RDM into Your Liaison Work”. The 
development and design of the module was 
a backwards design, in that the desired re-
sults were used as the starting point of the 
course. As Goben and Nelson point out, “As 
academics across disciplines face increasing 
need for data management skills, librarians 
have an opportunity to apply their exper-
tise in this additional realm.” This article 
highlights the importance of integrating 
data management skill sets into the work 
of the liaison, who often come across many 
opportunities for outreach and education 
through regular job duties.

Whitmire, Boock, and Sutton (2015) 
presented a case study of using survey 
results to inform the development of data 
management services at the Oregon State 
University Library. Their survey asked faculty 
at that institution about the type and 
volume of data generated; who performs 
the tasks associated with research data 
management in their research teams; and 
their current practices of metadata creation. 
A major finding from their survey was the 
differences in where faculty stored data; 
most notably, that over half of the faculty 
in the colleges of Engineering, Science, and 
Veterinary Medicine reported storing data 
on servers that they themselves maintained.

Resources and Toolkits
At University of California Berkeley, a train-
ing approach was built to address current 
knowledge gaps around data management 
skill sets for all subject liaisons (Wittenberg, 
Sackmann and Jaffe, 2018). The authors 
reported that the success of this approach 
was a higher rate than previous unit-wide ef-
forts to train libraries on the topic. Identified 
services were shared in the article, as well 
as reflections on the successfulness of these 
initiatives; “... the success of their efforts is 
equally dependent on the process by which 
they develop these new capabilities” (Witten-
berg, Sackmann and Jaffe, 2018). The Librar-
ian Training Program at Berkeley was deemed 

to be very successful in regard to bringing 
more awareness and knowledge around 
research data management to all subject 
liaisons, regardless of their speciality or ex-
pertise. Work will continue to address subject 
specific needs, but it is admirable that an all-
encompassing training initiative was instilled 
to educate many of the staff members who 
work most directly with researchers.

The Data Curation Profile Toolkit from 
Purdue (Carlson, 2010) is a useful place to 
begin for an institution seeking guidelines 
and recommendations in the identification 
and assessment processes of how research-
ers are currently managing or curating data. 
The toolkit includes four components; The 
User Guide, The Interviewer’s Manual, The 
Interview Worksheet, and the Data Curation 
Profile Template. The manual, worksheet, 
and template provide some useful frame-
works for practitioners to more consistently 
and methodically capture information 
around research needs.

In June 2018, the non-profit Joint Infor-
mation Systems Committee (JISC) released 
a research data management toolkit, 
which features options for three different 
user types to interact with the included 
resources (researcher, research support, IT 
specialist). The toolkit compiles information 
about research data management, policy 
planning, infrastructure, associated costs, 
storage/backup, and more categories. There 
are also related resources for courses, videos, 

and other guides to assist in many aspects 
under research data management.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Kent State is a public university, with eight 
campuses throughout northeast Ohio, with 
a total student enrollment of over 36,000 
students (including both undergraduate and 
graduate). Kent State University is designated 
an R2 Carnegie Classification, and employs 
approximately 2,700 academic faculty. Kent 
State University Libraries currently offers con-
sultation services for researchers on the top-
ics of literature reviews, copyright, affordable 
course materials, and data analysis software.

The questions the team sought to an-
swer were:
• RQ1: What questions should libraries 

ask of faculty when developing data 
management services? What sort of data 
management services would be the most 
appropriate for our faculty?

• RQ2: What are the knowledge gaps 
among faculty about data management 
that the library could help fill?

• RQ3: How can the library identify col-
laborators on campus to participate in 
the development of data management 
services?

• RQ4: Are there any differences in data 
management practices and attitudes 
between disciplines that libraries should 
take into account when developing data 
management services?

Table 2. Frequency and volume of 
datasets generated in a year.

n %

How often do you generate data? (n=286)

Never 28 9.8

Rarely 39 13.6

Sometimes 56 19.6

Most of the time 74 25.9

Always 89 31.1

Number of datasets generated in a year (n=212)

0 28 13.2

1 73 34.4

2-5 86 40.6

6 or more 25 11.8

Typical size of data generated in a year (n=209)

Don’t know/Not sure 44 21.1

Less than 1 GB 83 39.7

1 GB – 1 TB 74 35.4

More than 1 TB 8 3.8
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To investigate these research questions, 
a Qualtrics survey was distributed via email 
to all tenured, tenure-track, non-tenure 
track, and adjunct faculty at all Kent State 
University campuses (n=2749). The survey 
was distributed on October 19, 2017, and 
closed on November 20, 2017, with two 
reminder emails sent in the interim. In-
progress responses were closed after one 
week. The survey instrument was adapted 
from Whitmire, Boock, and Sutton (2015), 
with minor changes incorporated to address 
our specific institution.

The data was analyzed using R, an open 
source statistical software package (R Core 
Team, 2018). Multiple choice questions were 
analyzed using frequencies and proportions. 
Qualitative, open-ended questions were 
content-analyzed by all contributing authors 
independently before coming to consensus 
about final coding.

Extended response answers were manu-
ally coded by the researchers for mentions 
of aspects such as software, common prac-
tices, and other facets.

Of the initial distribution, 287 people 
started the survey, for a response rate of 
10.4%. Twenty-eight respondents were 
filtered out after answering “Never” to the 
first question, which ended the survey for 
these respondents. In all, there were 259 
responses with usable data for some, or 
all, of the survey questions. There were 180 
who completed the survey to the end, for a 
completion rate1 of 69.5% (Figure 1).

RESULTS
Demographics
Respondents were asked to self-report 
their faculty status and college affiliation. 
The majority of respondents were tenured 
faculty (see Table 1). Note that the ‘not 
applicable’ faculty status responses may 
represent adjuncts who do not consider 
themselves non- tenure-track.

While our research team does want to 
create inclusive service points around re-
search data, we particularly want to be sure 
that tenure-track faculty are receiving the 
support needed to acquire tenure. Future 
surveys may look to isolate this group for 
further study to get more information from 
this particular base of researchers.

Survey respondents were asked what 
other library services they have used in the 
past, and could select as many as were ap-
plicable to them. The largest proportion re-
ported assistance from the reference desk or 
direct consultation with a subject librarian. 

The subject librarian answer does support 
the notions addressed in both Wittenberg, 
Sackmann and Jaffe (2018) and Goben 
and Nelson (2018) in providing additional 
education to subject librarians on this topic. 
If many researchers are currently in active 
consultation with subject librarians, this ap-
proach would be most practical to address 
research data needs through the existing, 
regular service points.

Volumes and Types of Data Generated
In our sample, we found that 57% (163) of 
faculty indicated they generate data always 
or most of the time at our institution, and 
75% (159) generating between one to five 
datasets annually (see Table 2). The major-
ity of surveyed faculty indicated that they 
generate less than 1TB of data per year, with 
40% of these indicating less than 1GB.

Table 3 provides a view of what kinds of 
data the researchers at our institution are 
most commonly dealing with through their 
work, with quantitative data having the 
highest representation at 70.9%. One point 
that our team found interesting is that 
audio was rather high on the list, account-
ing for 38% of reported data types from the 
surveyed faculty. Framing the types of data 
most commonly produced in research is 
helpful in designing services to complement 
these particular data types. For example, our 
library staff may decide to focus on audio 
as a place to address further education for 
library faculty and staff, such as identify-
ing local transcription services or exploring 
automated transcription services.

Data Management Planning
The middle section of the survey contained 
questions related to long-term data man-
agement planning (see Table 4). We found 
that very few faculty were actively engaging 
in data management planning: only 24.6% 
had developed a data management plan in 
the last five years.

Additionally, faculty perceptions about 
long-term storage and access of data after a 
project or grant period were often idealistic 
– 42.9% said that the lifespan of their data 
was “as long as possible” – which may not 
always be practical or sustainable.

These findings indicate a current knowl-
edge gap at our institution, and as such, are 
one of the main identified areas to focus ini-
tial attention by way of the internal working 
group and outreach/education initiatives.

Practices related to publication of re-
search data were still very limited:

1. Only 24.7% had ever published data 
alongside an article.

2. Only 8.0% had ever used a copyright 
license with published data.

Methods of Backup and Storage
Consistent with prior studies, the most 
popular form of storage and backup for 
research data was a form of physical media 
such as disks, tape, hard drives, or USB drives 
(see Table 5). Within all colleges from which 
faculty answered this question, such physi-
cal media were either the top choice or tied 
for the top choice for data storage after proj-
ect conclusion. From personal anecdotes, 
we surmise that this solution reflects what 
is either most available to the researcher 
without consulting outside units or is 
simply how data is stored during the project 
and remains so after the completion of the 
project or adjoining research paper.

Under 30% of the faculty had stored cop-
ies of their datasets in a data repository or 
archive. Interestingly, the proportion of fac-
ulty respondents using web-based or cloud 
servers was quite high at 75%, whereas the 
proportion of respondents saving data on 
a university server was about half. Personal 
hard disks and web-based storage permit a 
degree of control not present with universi-
ty-owned servers; faculty may feel that they 
have easier access to data if it is stored on 
their own devices or cloud accounts.

In the open-ended responses, we found 
that surveyed faculty at our institution were 

Table 3. Data type 
prevalence (n=203 
responding).

Data Type n %

Quantitative 144 70.9

Databases 79 38.9

Audio 78 38.4

Non-digital text 68 33.5

Digital text 59 29.1

Digital images 56 27.6

Video 54 26.6

Metadata 25 12.3

Bio samples 23 11.3

Other 23 11.3

Geospatial 18 8.9

Non-digital images 18 8.9

Electronic lab notebooks 11 5.4

Gene sequences 4 2.0
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often left to find their own storage methods 
for research data (both during and after 
research projects). This included a heavy 
use of external media, such as hard drives 
or thumb drives, or cloud storage (Dropbox 
and Google Drive being the most promi-
nent). There is an immediate faculty need 
for a solution that allows easy data sharing, 
with options to restrict usage based on ex-
isting requirements or confidentiality needs. 
A system with embargo potential would 
also be of value for some researchers at Kent 
State University.

Web-based or cloud servers were the 
second highest choice for the College of 
the Arts, the College of Arts and Sciences, 
and the College of Education, Health, and 
Human Services. Faculty from the College of 
Communication and Information showed 
the highest rate of adoption for cloud stor-
age to protect data after the conclusion of 
a project. Web-based or cloud servers were 
the second highest choice for the College of 
the Arts, the College of Arts and Sciences, 
and the College of Education, Health, and 
Human Services.

Barriers to Sharing
Respondents could select multiple barriers 
to sharing from a list (see Table 6). Overall, 
confidentiality requirements were over-
whelmingly the biggest barrier to sharing 
data (64.7%). Other barriers selected by 
more than 25% of respondents, were lack of 
mechanism to share the data (28.2%), insuf-
ficient time to make data available (27.6%), 
lack of funding (27.1%), and the potential 
for data to be misinterpreted or misused by 
others (25.9%). When broken out by college, 
confidentiality was the top barrier for all 
colleges except for the College of the Arts; 
among the faculty in that college, the top 
barrier was lack of time.

DISCUSSION
RQ1: What questions should libraries ask of 
faculty when developing data management 
services? What sort of data management 
services would be the most appropriate for 
our faculty?

Our survey instrument contained ques-
tions about the type and volume of data 
generated; data management roles within 
the research team; data ownership and 
rights; long-term storage; and barriers to 
sharing. Our survey found that education 
was the most important service that the li-
brary could provide to faculty. Librarians can 
partner directly with faculty who supervise 

graduate assistants, and provide training on 
proper data management practices. They 
can also provide feedback to faculty who are 
developing data management plans.

When conducting future research that 
aims to examine data sharing with outside 
researchers and scholars after a study is com-
plete, researchers should make a distinction 
between data-sharing among co-researchers 
and data-sharing for re-use. Our survey items 
addressed data management from collec-
tion to long-term storage and/or destruction, 
yet we perceive from write-in answers and 
follow-up consultations that many respon-
dents were focused on data practices and 
sharing among research team members.

Though many respondents were aware 
of limitations to data-sharing for re-use, 
those who had chosen to share data most 
often opted to work with subject-specific 
data repositories that have mechanisms in 
place to ensure the long-term safety, stor-
age, and accessibility of data files.

RQ2: What are the knowledge gaps among 
faculty about data management that the 
library could help fill?

The survey indicated that there is a huge 
gap present around data management 
planning, with 75% of surveyed faculty 
indicating they had either no plan in place, 
or had not considered the notion of data 

management. Most of the questions about 
data management practices included a 
“Don’t know/Not sure” option, and many 
individuals indicated this uncertainty. Data 
copyright had the greatest rate of uncer-
tainty (33.5%, Table 4), followed by size of 
research data generated in year (21.1%, 
Table 2); developing a data management 
plan for any research projects in last five 
years (14.8%, Table 4); expected lifespan of 
data (5.4%, Table 4); and publishing data in 
conjunction with an article (4.5%, Table 4). 
These findings indicate a current knowledge 
gap at our institution, and as such are iden-
tified areas to focus attention by way of the 
internal working group.

Responses to the “Barriers to sharing” 
question, vocalized a need for a storage and 
access solution that is be robust, easy to 
use, and has a feature to easily share data, 
with options to restrict usage based on 
existing restrictions or confidentiality needs. 
Barring confidentiality requirements, time 
and funding were cited as the top reasons 
why researchers are not currently engag-
ing in better research data management 
practices, and this is an area in which we 
perceive the library to be best situated to 
assist researchers.

Several faculty mentioned that they were 
self-trained on data management practices, 
and were now in the position of needing to 

Table 4. Data management planning 
practices.

n %

Developed data management plan in last 5 years (n=183)

Yes 45 24.6

No 111 60.7

Don’t know/Not sure 27 14.8

Ever published data alongside article (n=178)

Yes 44 24.7

No 126 70.8

Don’t know/Not sure 8 4.5

Ever used copyright with published data (n=176)

Yes 14 8.0

No 103 58.5

Don’t know/Not sure 59 33.5

Typical lifespan of data (n=205)

A short, set amount of time (Less than five years) 51 24.9

As long as possible 88 42.9

Unknown/Hadn’t considered 55 26.8

Other (Please explain) 11 5.4
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train graduate students. One particularly 
notable extended response said that

“... I need better solutions and better train-
ing for students on good data mangement 
[sic] and documentation practices - but I was 
never trained in any of this myself.”

Through follow-up consultations with 
some survey respondents, we found that 
some disciplines, such as Biology and Library 
Science, were found to have some courses 
and workshops on research data avail-
able (or soon to be available), but that the 
majority of disciplines did not have inlets for 
budding (or more advanced) researchers to 
build and develop these skill sets. There-
fore, this area is perhaps the place where 
well-defined research data support within 
the library could be of the most benefit for 
KSU researchers. Basic and advanced short 
library instruction courses could address 
aspects for researchers to develop skills 
around data management.

Additionally, researchers who trained 
and supervised graduate assistants noted 
that data-sharing practices involving con-
stantly changing research assistants was a 
source of difficulty in consistency and conti-
nuity of practice around data management. 
We plan to address this in future workshops 
and classes to assist researchers to develop 
better practices.

Overall, the general attitude of re-
sponses showed that faculty were more 
concerned with research data management 
during the research process than ‘long-term’ 
data management, the latter being an area 
where the library (particularly digital librar-
ians with existing skill sets around digital 
media management) can be of assistance.

RQ3: How can the library identify collabora-
tors on campus to participate in the devel-
opment of data management services?

The process of developing and conduct-
ing the survey helped us to organically 
discover both institutional partners and 
faculty partners.

Within the survey, several faculty ex-
pressed interest in talking about topic of data 
management with us further. These faculty 
members agreed to meet with us informally 
to talk about their data management needs.

By way of both the survey and other 
meetings over the past year, the library has 
found two outside units currently work-
ing with researchers on aspects of the 
data management process. The Office of 
Research assists with grant applications and 
monitors research compliance, and Infor-
mation Services provides systems support. 
In the short term, a collaborative working 
relationship has already increased referrals 
between the units, and in the long term, 
these connections can help to develop a 
comprehensive set of new services.

As we discovered in the analysis of the 
survey responses, the most candid write-in 
responses reflect many areas for our team 
to direct resources. In particular, we must 
strive to better communicate existing ser-
vices for researchers, and consistently seek 
feedback through open library sessions. We 
must also strive to share feedback between 
units, especially with the Office of Research 
and Information Services.

RQ4: Are there any differences in data man-
agement practices and attitudes between 
disciplines that libraries should take into 

account when developing data manage-
ment services?

A question at the beginning of our sur-
vey defined ‘research data’ as “the recorded 
factual material commonly accepted in the 
scientific community as necessary to vali-
date research findings.” However, there were 
differing notions of the general concept 
of data between disciplines. Because the 
survey sample included faculty in all col-
leges, some respondents outside of natural 
sciences and social sciences “analogized” 
their closest equivalent to research data. For 
example, a faculty member from the Arts 
said: “I create and photograph artwork but 
do not have a system for managing it at this 
time.” We believe that this is a basic educa-
tion point could be an element incorporated 
into all of the new library initiatives to bet-
ter define data.

In terms of differences between disciplines 
and research attitudes, one respondent from 
the humanities was critical of some of the 
wording of certain areas in the survey, saying 
that the use of “research teams” in some of 
the questions was biased in favor of prac-
tices in the sciences. If researchers intend to 
address data management practices across 
disciplines using a broad definition of data, 
then care must be taken to avoid language 
that could be inferred as applicable only to 
certain disciplines.

Some of the notable similarities across 
disciplines were preferences for the use of 
physical media and cloud storage rather 
than university Web servers or repositories; 
and the perception of confidentiality as the 
greatest barrier to sharing. We also observed 
the need to improve communication about 
existing services within the institution.

CONCLUSION
The survey conducted at Kent State gave the 
University Libraries a starting place to de-
fine current needs at the institution and has 
led to the creation of a cross-departmental 
working group to address these needs (in 
conjunction with the Office of Research 
and Information Services). Survey results 
indicate a clear need of basic data manage-
ment services and also gave indication of 
some specific education and systems needs 
of current researchers. Additionally, getting 
some of the more informal anecdotes in 
some survey questions provided an outlet 
for survey participants to share some of 
their previous experiences and frustration 
in the lack of having the needed support 
around research data. These anecdotes 

Table 5. Strategies used to protect 
data from corruption or loss after the 
project has concluded.

Question Yes Total

n %

Copies of datasets are saved on disk, USB, tape or hard drive 180 93.8 192

Copies of datasets are saved on web-based or cloud server 124 75.2 165

I make multiple copies in multiple locations (onsite or offsite copies) 96 64.4 149

Copies of datasets are saved on university server 89 56.3 158

Backup files are manually generated 87 62.6 139

Copies of datasets are saved on personal server 65 42.2 154

Backup files are automatically generated 60 42.9 140

Copies of datasets are stored in a data repository or archives 39 29.1 134

Other (Please specify) 8 17.4 46
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proved to be most useful in follow up 
conversations with outside units to relay 
these experiences to individuals who work 
in areas that can best address these needs. 
In subsequent conversations with the Office 
of Research, researchers in need of consul-
tation with research data management 
plans for grant applications are now being 
referred to a member of the research data 
working group at the library.

General data management educa-
tion, and research data management (and  
adjoining practices) are the top priorities 
identified in the survey. The information col-
lected in the survey will assist in planning 
out and implementing new library services, 
and we also anticipate a follow-up survey 
once new initiatives are underway, as a 
point to ensure this work is well guided and 
also get feedback for continuing to refine 
services and address any gaps as needed. n
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Feeding Kids 
for Free
BY ELIZABETH KOENIG

Amber Williams and the Deer Park 
location of the Spokane County Library 

District (SCLD) have been feeding kids 
healthy snacks after school and during the 
summer for two and a half years. The library 
has been reimbursed for all of that food 
through two federal programs – the Child 
and Adult Care Food Program (CACFP) and 
the Summer Food Service Program (SFSP).

I attended Amber’s session, “Feeding 
Kids for Free” at the WLA Conference in 
Yakima, which was chock full of informa-
tion and details on how to replicate their 
success. It was easy to see how passionate 
Amber is about this program, and after 
hearing her speak I hope more libraries in 
areas experiencing poverty can also begin 
to feed kids for free.

I asked Amber these questions a few 
weeks after the conference.

Q. WHAT HAPPENED TO INSPIRE YOU GET 
INVOLVED WITH FEEDING KIDS AT THE 
LIBRARY?
A. I heard about food scarcity issues in the 
area when we held community conversa-
tions about aspirations and concerns, which 
is what started the inquiry. What really gal-
vanized me to make it happen was watch-
ing local elementary schools kids argue over 
a bruised apple at an afterschool program 
at the library.

Q. WHAT DID YOU NEED TO DO TO 
CONVINCE YOUR LIBRARY DIRECTOR THAT 
THIS WAS A WORTHWHILE ENDEAVOR THAT 
FIT INTO THE MISSION OF THE LIBRARY?
A. I wrote a three-page proposal addressing 
the process, which included detailed work 
plans and research. In Deer Park there was 
no other organization well-suited to take 
on feeding kids. I made the case that the 
library was the best option and then ex-
plained how it could work. I addressed who 

» A Q&A with Spokane County 
Library District’s Amber Williams
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